Conducting a
Compensation
Self-Analysis of
Employee Pay
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Pay Discrimination Laws

01
US LAWS GOVERNING PAY
DISCRIMINATION
02
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Equal Pay Act of 1963


Prohibits pay discrimination based on
sex.



Enforced by Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC).

Executive Order 11246


Pay disparities due to sex or race are a
form of discrimination prohibited under
Executive Order11246.



Enforced by the Department of Labor
OFCCP.

The Equal Pay Act*

(d) (1) No employer having employees subject to any provisions of this
section shall discriminate, within any establishment in which such employees
are employed, between employees on the basis of sex by paying wages to
employees in such establishment at a rate less than the rate at which he
pays wages to employees of the opposite sex in such establishment for equal
work on jobs the performance of which requires equal skill, effort, and
responsibility, and which are performed under similar working conditions,
except where such payment is made pursuant to (i) a seniority system; (ii) a
merit system; (iii) a system which measures earnings by quantity or quality of
production; or (iv) a differential based on any other factor other than sex:
Provided, that an employer who is paying a wage rate differential in violation
of this subsection shall not, in order to comply with the provisions of this
subsection, reduce the wage rate of any employee.
*1963
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OFCCP’s Compensation Analysis

Disparate Treatment. An Individual allegation of intentional
compensation discrimination or a pattern or practice of intentional
discrimination at the group level.

+/-

Disparate Impact. A facially-neutral policy or practice that
unintentionally results in group-level compensation disparities.
Current AAP regulations require contractors to evaluate:
“…compensation system(s) to determine whether there are gender-,
race-, or ethnicity-based disparities.”
[41 CFR 60-2.17(b)(3)].
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Definitions
Similarly-Situated Employees.
Those who would be expected to be paid the same based on: (a) job similarity
(e.g., tasks performed, skills required, effort, responsibility, working conditions
and complexity); and (b) other objective factors such as minimum qualifications
or certifications.

Pay Analysis Groupings (PAGs).
OFCCP achieves comparisons of similarly-situated employees by (1) developing
pay analysis groupings (PAGs) of comparable employees and then (2) statistically
controlling for further structural differences among PAG members (e.g., division,
BU, product line, location) and individual employee characteristics related to the
Contractor’s pay determinations (e.g., tenure, prior experience, education, grade
level).
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Why Conduct a Compensation Self-Analysis?

 The goal to eliminate pay discrimination is a key enforcement policy for
OFCCP; however, the Agency can only audit a small portion of all
contractor establishments annually.
 In 2018 Directive (2018-05) was issued to provide transparency and to
clarify OFCCP’s approach in conducting Contractor compensation
evaluations.
 Studies continue to show persistent pay gaps for women and people of
color. Recent cases indicate that discrimination may play a role in pay
disparity even after accounting for objective factors of education,
experience, geography, etc.
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OFCCP Directive 2018-05
August 28, 2018

Directive Goals:
 Support Contractor Compensation Self-Analysis under applicable Law.
 Improve OFCCP’s Compensation Analysis Consistency and Efficiency
During Audits.
 Provide More Transparency Regarding the Agency’s Practices:
o Determining “similarly-situated employees”
o Creating PAGS (Pay Analysis Groups)
o Conducting a Statistical Analyses.
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OFCCP
COMPENSATION
ANALYSIS PROCESS
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A

OFCCP Scheduling Letter Requests AAP & Supporting
Documentation, including Compensation Data.

B

Desk Audit begins by reviewing the AAP and Supporting Data.

C

Compliance Officer will not begin the audit of compensation
data until the AAP submission is complete and acceptable.

D

Contractor Data File for compensation includes Job Title
Structure, Pay System Information, Job Functions, Workforce
Organization Hierarchy, etc.

E

OFCCP will design PAGS that mirror a Contractor’s
Compensation System with full data file information.

F

Absent Information about a Contractor’s compensation
systems, OFCCP will conduct its initial analysis using EEO-1
Categories or AAP Job Groups.

OFCCP Statistical Methodologies
Based on Directive 2018-05, OFCCP will initially use the following
methods to evaluate Contractor compensation during a
Compliance Evaluation:
 Multiple linear regression analysis is used to evaluate factors influencing
pay and to minimize false positive and negative results.
 Base Pay and Total Compensation will be analyzed separately.
 Other Pay components (Bonus, Commission, OT, Incentive, etc.) are
analyzed, if needed.
 Statistical outliers will be analyzed for indications of inappropriate pay
analysis groupings, etc.
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Results of an OFCCP Compensation Analysis
Desk Audit.
At conclusion of the Desk Audit, Compliance Officers will notify Contractors in
writing, of the results of their analysis, and any preliminary pay findings.
The Desk Audit is a “screening process.” Preliminary indicators at this stage will
not limit OFCCP to investigate further.
Unresolved Pay Discrepancies.
When unresolved pay discrepancies exist, OFCCP would issue a PreDetermination Notice (PDN) with its potential findings. The Contractor is also
provided with the necessary data to replicate OFCCP’s results to resolve the
issues found.
Note: OFCCP will include representatives from its National Office Branch of Expert
Services, as necessary, to clarify statistical methods and findings.
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Gerstco Self-Analysis
of Employee
Compensation
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Case Study Company

• Acme Corp.
• 1366 Employees
• One Location
• Technology-based Organization
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The Data
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Compensation Analysis Methodology

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Pay Discrepancy
Analysis

Statistical
Significance
Analysis

Regression
Analysis

Pay Remedy
Analysis

Identify factors
causing significant
disparities

Compute pay
changes to reduce or
eliminate disparities

Identify percentage
pay differences for
women and
minorities
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Target statistically
significant pay
disparities

Pay Discrepancy Analysis

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Pay Discrepancy
Analysis

Statistical
Significance
Analysis

Regression
Analysis

Pay Remedy
Analysis

Identify factors
causing significant
disparities

Compute pay
changes to reduce or
eliminate disparities

Identify percentage
pay differences for
women and
minorities
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Target statistically
significant pay
disparities

Statistical Significance Analysis

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Pay Discrepancy
Analysis

Statistical
Significance
Analysis

Regression
Analysis

Pay Remedy
Analysis

Identify factors
causing significant
disparities

Compute pay
changes to reduce or
eliminate disparities

Identify percentage
pay differences for
women and
minorities
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Target statistically
significant pay
disparities

Regression Analysis

Step 2

Step 3

Statistical
Significance
Analysis

Regression
Analysis

Target statistically
significant pay
disparities
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Identify factors
causing significant
disparities

Pay Remedy Analysis

Step 3

Regression
Analysis
Identify factors
causing significant
disparities
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Compute pay
changes to reduce or
eliminate disparities

Cohort Analysis
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